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Next Run 2239
Date:

29 Nov 2021

Hare:

Biggles

Time: 6:00pm Van Driver:
Co
Precious
Hare:

Shit Scraper

Theme:

Old timers

Railway Heritage Trail, Swan View. East on Reid Highway, Left

Run
@ Morrison Road to top, Right at roundabout into Swan Rd and
Site:

Left into Swan View Railway station Car Park. LFF.

Grub: Yes

Map Link:

Check Website

Check H4 Run listing on the web site (or click on the link below) and book
your run with ShitScraper & Molly Dooker
Upcumming Runs
If you can’t take your turn at driving the van YOU need to find someone to
swap out with. Contact the On Sec:- HardCase.
hamersleyonsec@gmail.com

Date
Hares
Van Driver
Voodoo
Rooted
6 Dec
Screwdriver
13 Dec Disgraceful
20 Dec Joint Masters
TBA

Run Report 2238 – Neerabup
Preamble:

The first real run and circle of the new Committee – Donka’s Tartan Army. Late advise from Cohare Stir on Monday morning relocates the run-site for the second
time to waste ground at the back of his factory. Kazi steps in as a
late Co-hare to help lay the trail with Virgin Hare, Molly Dooker.
The run site looks like a set from Mad Max and C-Man obviously
thinks that he is Mel Gibson as he arrives in a cloud of dust! Molly
Dooker takes the crate and advises that there is a runners and
walkers trail and that there will be a drink stop. Runners go Left
and Walkers head off Right.
The Run:

Back along the road to the T junction and then it’s into the Bush.
As the lone FWB, I hit the first check around on the Walkers trail
and choose the wrong trail closely followed by Dags. This allows the
remaining Walking Pack to take over the lead .. for a wee while at
least! Eventually I catch up with the new FWB C-Man and we let

Mase take the first false trail on his own. Thinking that the next foray into the bush is also a

false trail, we both head on the firm track and then realise it is not a falsie and have to back
track. Dags who is right at our heels gets caught once again! Eventually, we both catch up with CMan and arrive at the Drink Stop together to find Stir and Kazi handing out Ouzo cocktails that
look like a drink from Star Wars! Late comer and driver Mullaway looks on with encouragement.
The Runners did an extra 2Km past the Quarry [where the Hares were warned off by security
while laying paper there] and then somehow got a bit lost on the Bush trail. It was 4.27Km for
this FWB while Bravefart recorded 6.29Km for the Runners.
Circle Up & Visitors and Returniks:

To celebrate the incoming Donka’s Tartan Army Committee the McWanker’s Clan, a duo of Pipers
+ one Drummer entered the circle pretending to be Scotsmen, well at least Cookie was pretending!
As the GM Donka pointed out it was the shoes that gave him away!
Returniks:

•

Mullaway – been fishing up North

•

Swallow – been working as the Hash don’t pay the bills!

•

Halfway – been halfway to nowhere

DD to all.
Visitors:

The McWanker Clan trio were brought into the circle for a Visitor’s DD.
General Business:

First item of business from GM Donka is to call into the circle Mullaway and Mental Disorder for
disrespect in not acknowledging the outgoing and incoming GM. Mullaway earns a seat on the Ice
for this misdemeanour.
The GM then shows off his new staff that was made by his 80 year old neighbour who is a friend
of Mase and his wife. Mase is given the honour of taking care of this staff for the evening and
takes the opportunity of delivering one of his little pearler of a joke.
Rooted is called upon to deliver a couple of short jokes to allow the physically challenged members
to be seated.
Precious enters the circle and presents new member Fartin’ Sphincter with his membership pack
of T-shirt, Yellow hat and Mug and other freebies. DD welcome to Hamersley Fartin’.
Encouraged by Mase and Rooted, Cookie then enters the circle with his own joke.
Outgoing GM C-Man takes centre stage to hand over to the incoming GM Donka the two GM
wooden feet recording the names of all Hamersley GM’s for his safekeeping. In return, GM Donka
gives C-Man a Tartan Army Committee shirt.
Dags enters the circle and tells the boys that it is two days shy of 29 years since he quit smoking
and as he does every year shouts a carton. Good onya Dags.
Cookie re-appears in the circle as himself and shows an article from the West Australian about
CEO salaries in excess of A$600K being thought unethical. I could think of another word but I
will keep my own counsel on this. Anyway, Cookie not to be outdone by Dags also puts on a carton
so perhaps his new name should be Unethical!

GM Donka has heard through the grapevine about some unrest among members who feel left out

of the current Tartan trending in Hamersley. In response he generously has had bits of tartan
made to be distributed in the circle to those who feel so left out!
The new Historian, Rooted then enters the circle with the new H4 attendance book. At great
expense it has come in 3 pieces – the cover, the book itself and the “coffin” in which it resides.
All at great cost imported from Italy and he encourages members to treat this new book with
the respect it deserves. He also asked why some people can’t sign in roughly the same place each
week – Boof and Concorde guilty this week. Also, some people forgetting to sign at all – yes that’s
you Stir! Rooted gives Popeye an accolade for procuring the book even though its cost has almost
bankrupted the Club! At this point the RA Kazi seems to come alive and asserts himself by putting
Gasman on Ice for interrupting proceedings.
From the Van the voice of Sir Kumsize is heard where he advises of the Harriettes Salvo’s Xmas
Run on Tuesday night and asks for a volunteer to drive the Van. Coops steps into the breach as
the good Club man that he is. Good onya Coops.
Mase tries his hand at another short joke at S/Scrapers expense about Roots on Rotto.
Gasman is in trouble with RA Kazi again and finds himself back on Ice, this time breaking it – the
Ice that is not the new “Oor Donka” bucket!
A sad notice that missed the GB was advised to me by Precious, that our departed Ex-GM JK’s
wife, Millie, sadly passed away a couple of days ago. RIP Millie now reunited with JK.
Charges:
C-Man charges Cookie for leaving all of his RA gear on a tree at the AGPU run site last week and

he nearly had a hernia lifting Molly Dooker up to retrieve this. DD Cookie and Concorde eagerly
grabs the gear and says that it has saved him going to the Salvo’s this week!
Mental Disorder charges Arseholeo for having a colonoscopy at the same hospital at the same
time as him and broadcasting this on social media. DD to both and they can now say with pride
that they have taken it up the arse!
Sir Kumsize charges Mausei for lost property [his yellow Mug] left in the van. Guilty but no DD!
Coops charges the Hare Molly Dooker for multiple changes to the run site causing confusion for

some. DD Molly Dooker.
Boof gets a DD for something that I missed due to so much talking in the circle and the Van!
WOW:

Now the moment we had all been waiting for as the new RA, Kazi, mounts the crate and calls the
incumbent [current holder] WOW, Cookie forward. Kazi started talking about no acceptance of
disrespect or victimisation this Hash year but maybe a bit of revenge is OK! Cookie is asked for
his nominations for WOW and immediately dobs in the Hare Molly Dooker and Captain Hook for
contriving [managing to do something foolish] to stuff up his run. I did not see where he was
headed with these nominations and felt that he was unfairly picking on those less fortunate than
ourselves and it was clear that RA Kazi agreed with me. Then Cookie turns against the other two
members of the McWanker Clan, Boof and Bravefart and tries to pin a run stuff up concerning
getting the GM Donka to the Drink Stop first obviously forgetting that the Hash is noncompetitive sport!

Kazi dismissed Cookie’s nominations as frivolous [not having serious value] and said that he as the

RA only had one nomination and that was Cookie as a carry over. DD to Cookie!
Kazi has obviously not forgotten who presented him with the Wanker of the Year award and

conveniently ignoring that 3 of those weeks where he had the WOW shirt were him covering for
someone else. Is this the revenge that he was talking about?
Run Report:

Before Troppo is allowed to do the Run Report, Bravefart is put on Ice for disrupting proceedings.
Troppo tells us that the Hare Molly Dooker came on the Run and his excuse was to keep the pack

clear of the Quarry and the wrath of the security there. It was nice to see us back in the Bush
as the first run of the new Hash year and it was a good run notwithstanding Boof and Bravefart
leading the pack astray! Troppo reckoned that the food would be good [and he was not mistaken]
as Swallow had been sweating over the barbecue. He give sit a 9/10 – pretty good for a first
effort Molly Dooker but be sure to thank your Co-Hares Stir and Kazi. DD to all three.
A late comment from Mausei who advised me that this is the first time in over 5 years that he
has managed to walk the full distance on a Hash. Good to hear that his ankle operation has worked
for the 3rd oldest member of the Club.
Next Week’s Run:

Next week’s Run is up in the hills of Swan View at the top of Morrison Road. Biggles is the Hare
with Precious as Co-Hare.
Next week’s Van driver:
Shit Scraper
Hash Lunch:

Post circle advise from the new Munch Master, Mel Adjusted, that the next Hash lunch will be
on 3 December 2021 at 12.30pm. It is at Ten Ten restaurant, 852, Albany Hwy, Vic Park and is
BYO.
Hares Act:
Stir revives memories of his time with the Klu Klux Clan [NOT to be mistaken with the McWanker

Clan!] and instead of a burning cross, we are treated to the sight of a burning H4 sign. Thankfully
no explosions, broken windows, fire brigade and security attendance this time!
Songs:

Welcome Returner Halfway leads us into Australia’s Hash to close the circle.

ON ON
Donka / HardCase 02/52

